
€262 000€262 000

2 bedroom apartment 2 bedroom apartment 

Surface : 63 m² Surface : 63 m² 

Terrace area:Terrace area: 10 m²

Year of construction:Year of construction: 1951

Exposition:Exposition: east-w est

View :View : panoramic

Kitchen:Kitchen: equipped independent

Hot w ater:Hot w ater: Individual

Heating:Heating: individual air conditioning

Inner condition:Inner condition: excellent

Features:Features:

double glazing, beach w alk, calm, shops at

w alking distance, Not overview ed, air

conditioning 

2 bedroom

1 terrace

1 show er

1 WC

1 cellar

Energy class (dpe): Energy class (dpe): D

Emission of greenhouse gases (ges):Emission of greenhouse gases (ges):

Unavailable

Document non contractuel
24/05/2023 - Prix T.T.C

Apartment Apartment Le CannetLe Cannet

LE CANNET LIMIT CANNES - 3 ROOMS OF 63M² - LARGE TERRACE - FITTED
KITCHEN - CROSSING - BRIGHT - QUIET - NOT OPPOSITE - LARGE CELLAR -
FIREPLACE - NO WORK REQUIRED Magnificent 3-room apartment of 63m² with a
10m² terrace at the price of €262,000 (two hundred and sixty two thousand euros).
Quiet with a view of Super-Cannes and the California district, this apartment will
seduce you with its proximity to the center of Cannes and transport. It consists of a
beautiful living room, with an unobstructed view of California without any vis-à-vis,
an equipped kitchen, a closed loggia serving as a laundry room, a bathroom with a
large bathtub and with WC, a first bedroom and a second master bedroom. Finally,
the apartment has a large terrace of approximately 10m² with the possibility of
installing a table and 4 chairs. Recently renovated, the apartment is in very good
condition and can be moved in without any work. A 9m² cellar with direct access to
the street (ideal for bicycles/scooters and pushchairs) completes this property. The
apartment is located 10 minutes walk from the city center of Cannes and 25
minutes from Nice airport and the Pôle de Sophia Antipolis. Benefiting from a
crossing East/West exposure, this property is sunny all day. All shops nearby. 
Fees and charges :
Annual current expenses 1 320 €
Well condominium
20 lots in the condominium 262 000 € fees included 


